We introduce a probabilistic framework that represents stylized banking networks with the aim of predicting the size of contagion events. Most previous work on random financial networks assumes independent connections between banks, whereas our framework explicitly allows for (dis)assortative edge probabilities (e.g., a tendency for small banks to link to large banks). We analyze default cascades triggered by shocking the network and find that the cascade can be understood as an explicit iterated mapping on a set of edge probabilities that converges to a fixed point. We derive a cascade condition that characterizes whether or not an infinitesimal shock to the network can grow to a finite size cascade, in analogy to the basic reproduction number R 0 in epidemic modelling. The cascade condition provides an easily computed measure of the systemic risk inherent in a given banking network topology. Using the percolation theory for random networks we also derive an analytic formula for the frequency of global cascades. Although the analytical methods are derived for infinite networks, we demonstrate using Monte Carlo simulations the applicability of the results to finite-sized networks. We show that edge-assortativity, the propensity of nodes to connect to similar nodes, can have a strong effect on the level of systemic risk as measured by the cascade condition. However, the effect of assortativity on systemic risk is subtle, and we propose a simple graph theoretic quantity, which we call the graph-assortativity coefficient, that can be used to assess systemic risk.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of contagion in financial systems is topical in light of the recent global credit crisis and the resultant damage inflicted on financial institutions. Contagion 1 refers to the spread of dangerous shocks through a system of financial institutions, with each successive shock causing increasing pressure on the remaining components of the system. The term systemic risk refers to the contagion-induced threat to the financial system as a whole, due to the failure of one (or more) of its component institutions.
Over time, the nature of such contagious shocks has been a topic of active discussion, with a growing list of channels such as funding illiquidity, asset fire sales and collateral shocks, that extend beyond the standard default or insolvency channel. For clarity in this paper, we adhere to the main body of systemic risk modelling, and focus only on the default channel.
It is widely held that financial systems (see Ref.
2 and references therein), defined for example as the collection of banks and financial institutions in a developed country, can be modelled as a random network of nodes or vertices with stylized balance sheets, connected by directed links or edges that represent exposures or interbank loans, each edge with a positive weight that represents the size of the exposure. If ever a node becomes insolvent and ceases to operate as a bank, it will create balance sheet shocks to other nodes, creating the potential of chains of insolvency that we will call default cascades. Financial networks are difficult to observe because interbank data is often not publicly available, but studies have indicated that they share characteristics of other types of technological and social networks, such as the World Wide Web and Facebook. For example, the degree distributions of financial networks are thought to be fat-tailed since a significant number of banks are very highly connected. A less studied feature observed in financial networks (and as it happens, also the World Wide Web) is that they have high negative assortativity 3 . This refers to the property that any bank's counterparties (i.e., their graph neighbours) have a tendency to be banks of an opposite character. For example, it is observed that small banks tend to link preferentially to large banks rather than other small banks. Commonly, social networks are observed to have positive rather than negative assortativity. Structural characteristics such as degree distribution and assortativity are felt to be highly relevant to the propagation of contagion in networks but the nature of such relationships is far from clear 4 . Our aim here is to develop a mathematical framework that will be able to determine the systemic susceptibility in a rich class of infinite random network models with enough flexibility to include the most important structural characteristics of real financial networks, in particular with general degree distributions and a prescribed edge-assortativity. Our starting point will be the Gai-Kapadia (GK) cascade model 5 and the analytical methods developed there and in Ref. 6 for that model. The basic assumptions introduced in the GK model are:
1. The network is a large (actually infinite) random directed graph with a prescribed degree distribution;
2. Each node (bank) is labeled with a stylized banking balance sheet that identifies its external assets and liabilities, its internal (i.e., total interbank) assets and liabilities, and γ, its net worth or equity (i.e., its total assets minus its total liabilities). Initially, the system is in equilibrium, meaning each node has positive net worth γ > 0;
3. Each directed edge is labeled with a deterministic weight that represents the positive exposure of one bank to another. These weights depend deterministically on the in-degree of the edge, and are consistent with the interbank assets and liabilities at each node; 4. A random shock is applied to the balance sheets in the system that triggers the default or insolvency of a fixed fraction of nodes;
5. The residual value of an interbank exposure available to creditors of a defaulted bank is zero, and thus the shock has the potential to trigger a cascade of further bank defaults.
The principle of limited liability for banks means that shareholders are never asked to cover a negative net worth of an insolvent firm. Instead, the insolvent firm is assumed to default. This means it ceases to operate as a going concern, shareholders are wiped out, and its creditors divide the residual value. Since this residual value is always less than the nominal liabilities, creditor banks thus receive a shock to their balance sheets, which creates the potential for a default cascade. The GK model makes a very simple zero recovery assumption that residual values of defaulted banks will be zero, and thus every time a bank defaults a maximal possible shock will be transmitted to its creditors. Our paper makes the following contributions towards developing a mathematical theory of systemic risk.
1. We generalize the GK model in an important respect, namely that the edge degree distribution Q is arbitrary, allowing for any desired amount of assortativity in the network.
2. We present a simple algorithm for constructing general assortative random directed graphs of the configuration class.
3. We provide formulas for the expected cascade size, the frequency of global cascades, and the spectral cascade condition.
4.
We introduce the concept of graph assortativity for directed graphs that can be used to assess systemic risk.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce our model. In Sec. III, we present our analytical results, including the calculation of the expected cascade size, the cascade condition, and a formula for the frequency of large scale cascades. In Sec. IV, we compare numerical results of Monte Carlo simulations with the analytical predictions of Sec. III for several examples of networks generated using our model. Section V concludes.
II. THE BANKING NETWORK MODEL
In this section we specify the two constituent parts of our interbank model: network structure and dynamics. The structure or skeleton of the network is modelled as a random directed graph. The dynamics is determined by the bank balance sheets and the rules for the propagation of defaults through the interbank network.
A. The Assortative Skeleton Network
The first step in building a financial network is to build the skeleton random directed graph where nodes represent banks and edges represent interbank loans. Our construction is an extension of the well-known configuration graph model 7 , and to describe it we introduce the following definitions and notation:
1. A node v has type ( j, k) means its in-degree, the number of in-pointing edges, is j and its out-degree is k.
2. An edge is said to have type (k, j) with out-degree k and in-degree j if it is an out-edge of a node with outdegree k and an in-edge of a node with in-degree j.
We write E
for the set of out-edges (respectively, in-edges) of a given node v. We write v + (or v − ) for the node for which is an out-edge (respectively, inedge). In other words, edge starts from v + and ends at v − .
4. Let P jk be the probability of a type ( j, k) node. This distribution has marginals P + k := j P jk and P − j := k P jk , and mean in-and out-degree z = j jP
5. Let Q k j be the probability of a type (k, j) edge. This distribution has marginals Q
The network neighborhood of a bank v which has type ( j = 3, k = 2), since it has 3 debtors and 2 creditors in the interbank network. Edge has type (k = 1, j = 3), since it is an out-edge of a node with out-degree 1 and an in-edge of a node with in-degree 3. Figure 1 illustrates the neighborhood of a type ( j = 3, k = 2) node. Arrows point from debtor to creditor banks, so that default contagion propagates along the edge directions.
To define an ensemble of directed configuration graphs with N nodes and joint distributions of node types P and edge types Q the following consistency conditions should hold for each j and k
Here, the first condition states that there must be an integer number of nodes and edges, while the second condition ensures that the number of edges of different types corresponds exactly to the degrees of nodes. Under these conditions, we use the following algorithm to construct a directed edge-assortative graph from our ensemble:
1. Make a list of N nodes of which exactly NP jk are of type ( j, k) and a list of zN edges of which exactly NzQ k j have type (k, j). We refer to the unpaired in (out) arrows of each node and edge as j-stubs (or k-stubs).
While there are unmatched stubs
• Pick an unmatched edge at random. Let its type be (k, j).
• Match its j-stub to a random unpaired j-stub of a node, chosen uniformly at random from unmatched j-stubs.
• Match its k-stub to a random unpaired k-stub of a node, chosen uniformly at random from unmatched k-stubs. Two recent papers, Refs. 8 and 9, have explored the class of Assortative Configuration Graphs, and proposed more complex simulation algorithms that do not rely on the rationality of P, Q in (1) . The algorithm we propose here is easy to understand, and adequate for our purposes.
We illustrate the stub-matching process in Fig. 2 . It is important to recognize that this graph construction may lead for finite N to self-edges as well as multiple edges between node pairs. Such anomalies do not seriously affect finance interpretations and occur with vanishing probability as N → ∞. The property of configuration graphs in the N → ∞ limit, called the locally tree-like (LT) property, is that cycles of any fixed finite length occur only with zero probability: This has been recently proven in Ref. 9 .
The special case Q k j = k jP
+ k corresponds to edge uncorrelated directed graphs where in and out degrees of an edge are independent from each other. Such graphs can be constructed using a simpler algorithm: one lists j and kstubs of all nodes, and then j-stubs are matched to k-stubs uniformly at random. We are interested in the general assortative case described above because real financial networks appear to have negative edge-assortativity, in that high degree banks attach preferentially to low degree banks 3 . A natural measure of edge-assortativity by degree is the edge-assortativity coefficient r Q ∈ [−1, 1] given by
This is of course the Pearson correlation for Q k j viewed as a bivariate probability distribution. We will soon find some evidence that systemic risk of a network may be more strongly related to a combination of edge-and node-assortativity (arising from the dependence between in-and out-degrees of nodes). We therefore also define a measure we call the graphassortativity coefficient r ∈ [−1, 1] given by
where
is the joint distribution of the in-degree of pairs of nodes connected by an edge and B − j = j B j j , B + j = j B j j are the marginals.
B. Contagion Dynamics
To build a financial network with full accounting information, consistent with a given skeleton graph, one specifies the external assets Y v and external liabilities D v for each node v, and for each edge of the network, an exposure size or weight w . Then the interbank assets are Z v = ∈E − v w and interbank assets are X v = ∈E + v w . The net worth or equity of a node v is defined to be its total assets minus total liabilities:
In Fig. 3 , we show the schematic balance sheet. By limited liability, the solvency condition for a bank v is γ v > 0. We will always assume that the system is initially in an equilibrium state in which all banks are solvent. Thus γ v is a capital buffer that keeps the bank solvent when subjected to balance sheet shocks up to a certain size. The cascade dynamics that we specify below do not depend on full accounting information, but only on the information about the buffers γ and edge weights w. The analytical results of our paper hold for default buffers γ jk that may depend on the node type ( j, k), and the edge weights w j that may depend on the edge in-degree.
Insolvencies arise in a system initially in equilibrium only when a shock causes at least one node to suffer a loss larger than its buffer γ v . For simplicity, we suppose that such an initial shock to our system causes an initial set M 0 of nodes to become insolvent (for example by hitting their external assets), but leaves other banks' balance sheets unchanged. The set M 0 is drawn randomly, with the fraction of type ( j, k) nodes that are defaulted denoted by ρ (0) jk . Under the zero recovery assumption that an insolvent bank can pay none of its interbank credit obligations, each insolvent node v triggers all its out-edges to have zero value. This triggering of edges to default is an instance of what we call an edge update step of the cascade: for any set of defaulted nodes M we find a default edge set D which is composed only of edges originating from nodes M.
Each such defaulted edge now transmits a maximal shock w to the asset side of the balance sheet of its end-node v − (the creditor bank). A solvent bank becomes defaulted if the total shock received by the bank from all its defaulted debtors exceeds its buffer. Hence the insolvency condition on a ( j, k)-type node v is
where D is a set of defaulted edges, and the indicator function 1 A of a set A is 1 on the set and 0 on its complement. We call this triggering of nodes to default a node update step of the cascade: for the default edge set D we find a default node set M defined by the condition v ∈ M if and only if
where ( j, k) is the type of node v. Here x denotes the ceiling function, i.e., the smallest integer greater than or equal to x, and so M jk is the threshold for the number of defaulted inedges that will cause a type ( j, k) node to default. To summarize, our banking system is specified by a skeleton random directed graph (defined by the number of nodes N and the probabilities P jk , Q k j for node and edge types), the accounting information (bank default buffers γ jk and interbank loan amounts w j ) and the initial default probabilities ρ (0) jk for each bank type (resulting in the randomly-drawn initial shocked set M 0 ). Given any realization of a shocked financial system so specified, the default cascade will be an alternating sequence of edge and node updates, beginning with M 0 .
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

A. Expected cascade size
In this section, we calculate the expected fraction of defaulted nodes and edges in an asymptotically large network. Given any realization of a shocked financial system as specified above, with an initial shocked set M 0 , the default cascade can be thought of as a sequence of updates:
Inductively, we have nondecreasing sequences of sets for n ≥ 1:
D n := defaulted edges triggered by nodes in M n−1 , (6) M n := defaulted nodes triggered by edges in D n .
We define ρ (n) jk as the probability that a type ( j, k) node is in the default set M n , and probabilities σ (n) k and a (n) j that respectively an edge with out-degree k and an edge with in-degree j are in the default set D n . To calculate these probabilities, we use a simple but powerful recursive approach for solving cascade-type dynamics on random network models [10] [11] [12] . Consider a type ( j, k) node and calculate its default probability ρ (n) jk for n ≥ 1. The node is either initially defaulted with probability ρ (0) jk , or it is initially not defaulted with probability
jk . In the latter case, it will default if it has sufficiently many defaulted in-edges. Each of its j in-edges is defaulted with probability a (n) j . From the locally tree-like property of the skeleton in the limit N → ∞, we deduce that the states of the in-edges of a node are independent from each other. Therefore, the probability of exactly m out of j in-edges to be is the binomial probability j m (a
defaulted edges cause the default of the node if m is at least M jk = γ jk /w j (see Eq. (5)). Hence, adding all probabilities together gives
Next, to calculate σ
, the probability that an edge with out-degree k is defaulted at step n + 1, we take an edge with out-degree k and look at its source node which (by the definition) has out-degree k. This is a type ( j, k) node with conditional probability P jk /P + k and if so, it is defaulted at step n with probability ρ (n) jk . Hence,
where the sum is over possible in-degrees j of the source node. Similarly, the probability that an edge with in-degree j is defaulted at step n + 1 is given by
where Q k j /Q − j is the probability that the edge has out-degree k, given its in-degree is j. An edge of type (k, j) is defaulted with probability σ k and we sum over all possible k.
Starting (9) and (10) . Thereafter, we can iterate Eqs. (8)- (10) to obtain the values of ρ
In the case of edge-uncorrelated directed networks when 
B. The Cascade Condition
We can derive a cascade condition which implies that a generic infinitesimally small fraction ρ (0) jk of defaulted nodes will result in a cascade of finite size. Writing Eqs. (8)- (10) in vector form asā
j }, an infinitesimally small seed may only grow if the Jacobian matrix D j j = ∂G j /∂a j | 0 has an expanding direction, i.e., at least one eigenvalue with magnitude bigger than 1. In Sec. IV, we shall see that the cascade condition is indeed a strong measure of systemic risk in simulated networks.
The derivatives D j j are easy to calculate. From Eq. (8)
Combining Eqs. (9) and (10), and substituting Eq. (14), the linearization of G j (ā (n) ) around zero is
which yields
Finite size cascades are possible when the spectral radius (the largest eigenvalue in absolute value) of matrix {D j j } exceeds one:
In the case of uncorrelated edge degrees (i.e.,
, a j no longer depends on j and the cascade condition is simply
a result that has been derived previously in a rather different fashion 5, 13 . This formula extends the percolation theory approach from undirected networks 14 to the case of directed nonassortative networks. We will see in the next section that the percolation approach to the cascade condition also extends to our directed assortative networks.
We can understand the cascade condition more clearly by introducing the notion of vulnerable node, that is any node that defaults if any one of its debtors (in-neighbours) defaults. In our specifications, a ( j, k) node is thus vulnerable if and only if its capital buffer is less or equal to the weight of its in-links, i.e., γ jk ≤ w j . The matrix element D j j has a simple explanation that gives more intuition about the nature of the cascade condition: it is the expected number of edges with in-degree j that emanate from a vulnerable node reached by following an edge with in-degree j .
C. Frequency of global cascades and the giant vulnerable cluster
The cascade condition that tells us that global cascades are possible turns out to be equivalent to the existence of a giant vulnerable cluster in the interbank network. When the cascade condition is satisfied, the default of a single bank will result in a global cascade if the bank belongs to the so-called in-component of the giant vulnerable cluster. Hence, the frequency of global cascades is bounded from below (and as it turns out well approximated by) by the fractional size of the in-component (see Chapter Let us define the following (see Fig. 4 
):
• V is the set of vulnerable nodes;
• S ⊂ V is the giant strongly connected set of vulnerable nodes (called the giant vulnerable cluster);
• I ⊃ S is the in-component of the giant vulnerable cluster: the set of (possibly not vulnerable) nodes that are connected to S by a directed path through vulnerable nodes;
• Γ jk = 1 {γ jk ≤w j } is the indicator function that gives 1 if type ( j, k) nodes are vulnerable and 0 otherwise.
The default of any node in the in-component I will cause the default of the entire strongly connected component S. We considerb = {b k } where b k is the probability that a node with k out-neighbours is not in the in-component I. Note that v ∈ I c (i.e., the complement of I) is equivalent to the condition that all the downstream nodes are in the set V c ∪ (V ∩ I c ), i.e., the out-neighbours of v are either not vulnerable or they are vulnerable, but not in the in-component of S . Thus,
k , where c k is the probability that an out-neighbor of an out-degree-k node is in the set V c ∪ (V ∩ I c ). To calculate c k , we note that an out-neighbor of a type ( j, k) node is a ( j , k )-type node with probability P j k Q j k /P − j Q + k . The probability that a ( j , k )-type node is not vulnerable is 1− Γ j k . The probability that a ( j , k )-type node is vulnerable, but does not belong to the in-component is
k . Thus, combining all probabilities together and summing over the possible types of nodes we get
Hence,c = {c k } can be found as a fixed point of Eq. (19), which we re-write in vector form asc = {h k (c)}. Note that the equationc = {h k (c)} has a trivial fixed pointē = (1, 1, . . . ) that corresponds to the set I being empty. We now verify that the cascade condition D > 1 is equivalent to the condition thatē is an unstable fixed point, in which case there will be a nontrivial fixed point 0 ≤c ∞ <ē. A sufficient (and almost necessary) condition forē to be an unstable fixed point is that D > 1 where the derivativeD kk = (∂h k /∂c k )|c =ē is given bỹ
One can verify directly that
and from this it follows that the spectra, and hence the spectral radii ofD and D are equal. Hence D > 1 if and only if D > 1.
As long as the cascade condition is satisfied, the cascade frequency f is approximately the lower bound given by the fractional size of the in-component I:
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we consider two examples of stylized interbank networks and show that the analytical results obtained above match well to the Monte Carlo simulations when N, the number of nodes in the network, is sufficiently large. Unless specified otherwise, we adopt the choice of parameters made for the model of Ref. 5: γ jk = γ := 0.035; w j = 1 5 j .
A. A Simple Random Network Model
We consider networks constructed with nodes of types (3, 3) , (3, 12) , (12, 3) , (12, 12) and edges of the same types. For parameters a ∈ [0, 0.5] and b ∈ [0, 0.2] the following P and Q matrices are consistent and specify a network with an average node degree z = 7.5:
We first fix the value of a to be 0.5, which means that the inand out-degrees of all nodes are negatively correlated: nodes with in-degree 3 have out-degree 12, and vice versa. We examine three different values of the parameter b: the independent connections case b = 0.16, the near maximally positive assortative case b = 0.01 and the near maximally negative assortative case b = 0.19. Note that the independent edge condition has been assumed in all previous work on such problems. We also note that with b = 0, edges have maximally positive assortativity and link nodes of out-degree 3 to nodes of in-degree 3 only, and nodes of out-degree 12 to nodes of in-degree 12 only. In this case, the network consists of two disconnected components.
We vary the net worth γ over the range 0 to 0.1, while the initial shock distribution is taken to be ρ In each case, 500 realizations are used to find the extent of global cascades (a global cascade is defined, similarly to Refs. 5 and 6, as one in which more than 5% of nodes default), and the frequency with which such global cascades occur. As expected, the analytical approach accurately predicts the size of the global cascades. Some discrepancies may be noted in Fig. 5 , where the theory does not predict some global cascades, but note that these occur with only very small frequencies.
The cascade condition (17) predicts that the critical values of the cascade buffer parameter γ are: γ c = 0.017 for the parameters of Fig. 5(a) , and γ c = 0.067 for the case of Fig. 5(b) . These values match very accurately to the locations of the dramatic transitions in the theory curve (and in the expected size of cascades in numerical simulation): for γ values in excess of γ c global cascades are extremely rare, while for values less than γ c the entire financial system is likely to fail following a single bank's default. These result indicate the potential usefulness of the cascade condition as a measure of systemic risk.
In Fig. 6 , we consider the dependences on (a, b) of various theoretical quantities in the infinite N limit. In the top panels, the critical value of γ and cascade size are seen to be discontinuous, and certainly not related to edge-assortativity (which is monotonic in b). On the other hand (see bottom panels), the frequency of cascades is continuously varying, and does appear to correlate to some extent with the graph assortativity coefficient r given by Eq. (3). We observe in the two scatter plots of Fig. 7 that in this model r is a better purely graph theoretic predictor of systemic susceptibility than r Q . Fig. 6 . Each point represents a pair of (a,b) values (taken uniformly at random from the range shown in Fig. 6 ), for which we calculate the cascade frequency and r (left panel), or the cascade frequency and r Q (right panel). Note that r is a better predictor of cascade frequency than r Q in this example.
B. Hierarchical Banking Network
It is known that small banks often tend to be net lenders in the interbank sector, while large banks tend to be net interbank borrowers. One also expects small banks to have few counterparties while large banks have many. In Fig. 8 , we sketch a proposed stylized interbank network with banks divided into three tiers: small Tier-3 banks, medium Tier-2 banks and large Tier-1 banks. We suppose that Tier-3 banks typically do not borrow from other banks, and deposit their excess funds in one or two Tier-2 or Tier-1 banks. Tier-2 banks may borrow from two or three Tier-3 banks and one or two Tier-2 banks, while they lend (deposit) to several Tier-2 or Tier-1 banks. Finally, we suppose that Tier-1 banks borrow from a handful of Tier-3 banks, several Tier-2 and Tier-1 banks. Note that one needs our assortative model to represent a tiered interbank network sketched in Fig. 8 , as the previously developed models 5 are unable to do so. The following P and Q matrices realize these 
Here the column index corresponds to possible out-degrees k ∈ {0, 3, 4, 10, 16} and the row index corresponds to possible in-degrees j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. For example, P 1,0 = 0.4 means 40% of nodes have in-degree 1 and out-degree 0, and Q 2,4 = 0.1 means 10% of edges start from nodes with ourdegree 4 and end at nodes with in-degree 2. The Tier-1 banks are composed of types (3, 10) and (5,16) nodes, Tier-2 banks of types (2, 3) and (4,4) nodes, and Tier-3 banks of types (1, 0) and (2,0) nodes. One can check that the row and column constraints
It will be instructive to compare the default cascades on such hierarchical network with cascades on its edge uncorrelated version, i.e., on a network where in and out degrees of an edge are independent. Thus, in the edge uncorrelated case, Q k j factorizes as
and using the values from Eq. (23) one obtains k : 0 3 4 10 16 
Observe that unlike (24), (26) allows edges between all banks, irrespective of their degrees, so there is no hierarchical structure of Fig. 8 in this case. We consider directed networks generated according to P matrix (23), and Q matrix (24) for edge correlated, or (26) for edge uncorrelated case. For simplicity, we assume as before that the default buffer γ is the same for all nodes, and link weights are given by 1/(5 j), where j is the link in-degree. We consider scenarios under which a single bank becomes defaulted, thereby initiating a cascade of defaults. In Fig. 9 (top panels) , we plot analytical and numerical results for the expected size of global cascades and their frequency versus the default buffer γ. The analytical results for the frequency and the expected cascade size were obtained using Eq. (21) and Eqs. (9)- (8) respectively. In general, our theory predicts numerical results quite well. However, for some values of γ, the cascade size is not captured accurately by the theory in the correlated case shown in Fig. 9(a) . This is because Eqs. (9)- (8), as many other theoretical approaches, assume infinite network size, which is not the case here. Hence, for some parameters the theory may not perform well on finite systems [16] [17] [18] . In the bottom panels of Fig. 9 , we show numerical distributions of cascade sizes for three different values of γ: 0, 0.045, and 0.06. When γ is sufficiently small, all nodes are vulnerable (i.e., their default will trigger the default of all downstream nodes) and the distribution of cascade sizes is exactly the distribution of out-component sizes. Therefore, the results for γ = 0 represent the distribution of the fraction of nodes that can be reached starting from a randomly chosen node. Interestingly, for γ = 0 and γ = 0.045 we see peaks at around 35% for correlated networks in Fig. 9 (c), but these peaks are absent for edge-uncorrelated networks in Fig. 9(d) .
For γ = 0, the approximately 0.12 weight at 35% cascade size in Fig. 9(c) is mainly due to Tier-2 seeds. Tier-2 seeds cannot cause the default of Tier-1 banks because of the hierarchical structure of the network (see Fig. 8 ), and the resulting cascade size is 35%, which is the size of the giant component of Tier-2 and Tier-3 subgraph. The 100% cascades in Fig. 9 (c) can be triggered exclusively by a Tier-1 seed node because only Tier-1 nodes can have the entire network as their out-component (see Fig. 8 ). A Tier-1 node triggers a relatively large number of defaulted edges, that almost certainly results in a 100% cascade. (With very small probability a Tier-1 seed can result in no cascade, e.g., when it is connected exclusively to Tier-3 nodes, or lead to a 35% cascade, e.g., when it is connected only to Tier-2 nodes.) There are 10% Tier-1 nodes in the network, and hence 100% cascades have probability of approximately 0.1 in Fig. 9(c) . Likewise, the main contribution to the 0.78 no-cascade peak in Fig. 9(c) is made by Tier-3 (sink) nodes which take 70% of the network. The extra 0.08 weight to the no-cascade peak is due to Tier-2 nodes which hit exclusively Tier-3 (sink) nodes, and hence fail to trigger a cascade.
Summarizing the above, the three peaks observed in Fig. 9 (c) appear because of the hierarchical structure of the interbank network, encoded in the edge-correlation matrix Q of Eq. (24). This implies that (i) Tier-3 nodes never trigger a cascade, (ii) only Tier-1 seeds can trigger 100% cascades, and (iii) within the subnetwork of Tier 2 and 3 nodes, there is a giant component which occupies 35% of the network; some but not all Tier-2 seeds hit this component.
By comparing the frequency and expected cascade size shown on left and right panels of Fig. 9 , we see that the edgecorrelated interbank structure is more resilient to defaults than the edge-uncorrelated one. This example is of interest to finance, because it shows a new type of robust fragility. Only big banks can bring the entire system down, while medium banks can trigger their subnetwork to collapse. This type of behaviour cannot be observed in edge-uncorrelated models 5 .
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have described here an analytical framework which can predict the systemic risk of a networked system of financial institutions. The qualitative type of networks one can address has been extended compared to most existing work, in particular by the inclusion of the non-independent connections between nodes. In this more general setting we find the cascade is described by a vector-valued fixed point problem that reduces to well-understood scalar problems in special cases. We also observed that graph assortativity can strongly affect the course of contagion cascades, and hence showed the importance of incorporating assortativity in numerical and analytical treatments of banking network models. Our analytic framework will enable extensive studies of alternative network topologies. In such studies the cascade condition and cascade frequency provide two easily computed and useful measures of systemic risk by which to compare different network topologies. However, the daunting range of network variables means that both analytical and numerical studies must be carefully framed to address specific issues, for example, to uncover other key determinants of systemic risk. Finally, we anticipate that future work can show how the approach described here may be further extended to include partial recovery models (such as Ref. 19 ) and stochastic balance sheets.
